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What is the largest self propelled push mower

Staff Wide-cut mowers were once the machine of choice only for landscape contractors who valued them for speed and compactness. But more homeowners are discovering the benefit of these fast, wide-cutting mowers. For many people, these are the perfect way to mow a lawn that’s either too small for riding equipment or where the lawn has
features like slopes, corners and pockets that make the agility and stability of a wide cut mower safer and faster. More Grass Per Pass A typical residential walk mower uses one blade to cut a swath from 20 to 22 inches wide. A wide-cut mower on the other hand, cuts a swath from 26 to at least 30 inches wide; commercial versions of these machines
have a cut width from 32 to 54 inches. Cutting more grass per pass helps you get done faster.A residential 22-inch mower will be equipped with an engine somewhere in the range of 163-cc to 190-cc. Wide-cut mowers start at 223 cc and go up to about 337 cc. That high power-to-weight ratio helps speed you through normal cutting conditions but can
be a significant advantage when the going gets tough, such as when the grass is tall and lush in early spring or when there are leaves on the grass in the fall. And it can be particularly useful when mowing the border area to keep tall weeds and non-turf grasses from encroaching on the lawn. Also, as you move closer to the heavy-duty end of the
spectrum with these machines, you find not only larger engines, but other durability-extending features, such as spin-on oil filters, commercial-duty air cleaners, and grease fittings.Wide cut mowers are powered by gear drive or hydrostatic drive transmissions that give them a top speed in the range of 4 to 6 miles an hour. At top speed, many of them
move so quickly that you’ll have to trot to keep up.Wide-area TestingThe most important thing that we look for in testing a wide-area mower is whether it really is a better fit than a small piece of riding equipment under the same conditions. We put a premium on the mower’s ability to handle terrain that would prove challenging or unsafe to a small
rider. We mow uphill and down, especially on slopes 30 degrees or steeper, and we also like to see how the mower does on long sidehills. Our pivot test is designed to examine whether the wide area or a small rider provides a closer and cleaner cut in a tight spot. In that test we drive the mower in and then pivot out. Because these mowers are
designed to reduce your mowing time, we push them as hard as possible to see if they live up to their potential. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below Well Engineered Toro TimeMaster 21199 $1 AT WALMART $1,399 AT HOME DEPOT $1,400 AT TRACTOR SUPPLY CO Cutting width: 30 inchesEngine: 223 CC Toro pioneered the wide-cut
residential mower and that experience is evident here. This is a thoroughly engineered and well-behaved mower that’s surprisingly easy to use, especially for something that weighs as much as this does. The TimeMaster employs Toro’s well-regarded Personal Pace speed control. Push forward on the handle to make the mower go faster; its top speed
is 4.5 mph, making it among the fastest mowers we tested. Other well-designed features: two-lever height control, a forward-fold handle for more compact storage, and a large grass bag. Its speed and ease of use make it well suited to broad suburban lawns, less so for push-pull and pivoting cuts in tight spots. The Toro is a capable and powerful hill
climber, we found, but did not do particularly well in side hill applications. Those are small asides, though. This is a thoroughly outstanding product suited to the suburbs and rural properties. Battery Powered Greenworks M060L423 Cutting width: 30 inchesMotor: 60 Volt We were very pleasantly surprised by this 25-inch mower, the only wide-cut
machine in the cordless class. It’s a fast cutter and a clean one; we thought enough of it after taking it for a test drive last fall to name it as a recipient of our annual Tool Awards. We’re looking forward to doing a full-blown test on it to see how much grass it will cut on one charge. Given its design run time of 60 minutes, we think it should do
somewhere in the range of at least 6,000 square feet. Its major features are these: rear wheel drive with variable speed control, fold-forward handle, dual-mode capability (mulch and bag), a turbo setting for leaf pickup or tall grass, and seven cutting heights controlled with single-lever adjustment. High HP-to-Cut Ratio DeWalt DW33 Cutting width:
33 inchesEngine: 382 CCHaving tested DeWalt products since the brand was reborn as a power tool company in 1992, we know it means business. So we’re not surprised to see that it’s trying its hand at commercial-duty mowers. We haven’t tested this American-built 33-inch mower, but we think it’s got several things going for it. First, it’s powered
by a 382-cc, 24-hp engine; the ratio of engine to cut surface is quite high. That’s as big an engine as you find on riding mowers with 48-inch decks. Next, you’ve got easy deck height control with a robust single lever that places the deck in one of eight positions, ranging from 1-1/4 to 4-3/4inches. Four forward speeds and one reverse speed should give
you plenty of control to match ground speed to terrain. Professional users and homeowners alike should be pleased that the typical repair and maintenance parts (blades, spin-on oil filter, spark plug, PTO belt, air filter and etc.) all have DeWalt part numbers and are listed in the owner’s manual. That should help reduce the search-and-destroy
operation that many users go through every time their mowing machine needs some mechanical attention. 48-inch Cut Width DeWalt HW48 Cutting width: 48 inchesEngine: 15 HPAnd while we’re on this topic of the new DeWalt mowers, we’d leave the discussion half completed if we didn’t mention this thoroughly commercial 48-inch mower. Its
engine is respectable, a forced-air cooled Kawasaki V-twin with cast iron cylinder liners, dual-element air filtration, and pressurized lubrication. The engine is coupled to a hydrostatic transmission providing a top speed up to 7 mph. Better than its top speed is that the transmission is a commercial-grade Hydrogear ZT-2800, complete with an external
oil filter. And icing on the transmission cake: Hydrogear makes a commercial transaxle oil service kit. You buy the entire package and there’s no confusion over part numbers or the right lubricant. You get 10 quarts of oil, two Hydrogear commercial filters and replacement O rings. We like it when manufacturers pay that much attention to ensuring
the reliability of their equipment. That asLandscapers and homeowners alike will be interested in the machine’s two-year, no-hour-limit warranty. That can help give you a little more confidence in your purchase, especially given what this thing costs ($5999). Other features we like are a whopper of a gas tank (5 gallons) and an electric PTO that
makes for much smoother (not to mention more reliable) blade engagement and disengagement. Multipurpose Swishwer Versa VTFC42 Cutting width: 42 inchesEngine: 389 CCWe haven’t tested this machine, but we’d like to because it’s fascinating. And there are several reasons that cause us to think that. First, it’s a Swisher. We’re big fans of these
Missouri-built machines. They’re basic, well engineered and extremely robust in their construction. The company has been building their equipment this way for decades. Second, it’s an interesting two-part design. The power head consists of a 389-cc Honda engine and the transmission is a hybrid consisting of Hydrogear pumps paired with
commercial-duty Danfos wheel motors. That massive power head provides both motive power and an output shaft to a 42-inch rotary blade mowing deck built out of 11-gauge steel. You can also swap the deck for accessory rough-cut deck and a snow plow (sold separately). The mower comes with the sulky shown, if you’d rather stand as you mow,
rather than walk. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Lawn mowing is hard work, and one of the best ways to make it a little easier is to use a self-propelled mower. These
machines take power off the output shaft from the engine and route it via a belt to a pulley on the transmission and axle. When you move the drive control lever on the mower handle, you take the slack out of the belt, causing the pulley to turn, and this drives the transmission gears, moving the mower forward. Move the drive control lever back, you
release belt tension, the pulley stops turning, and the mower stops. The belt-driven transmission is a time-tested design to power the mower and take the load off you in the process.See quick info on the best self-propelled mowers below, then scroll down for buying advice and our in-depth reviews.The Best Self-Propelled Lawn Mowers What to
ConsiderA mower is like many consumer products in that the more features a manufacturer adds, the more expensive it becomes. But a longer or more eye-catching list of features isn’t necessarily better. Sometimes less is more. Here are the most important to keep in mind.▶ ENGINE SIZE An engine as small as 125 cc can power a mower, but most
are somewhere in the 140 cc to 190 cc range. A large engine helps when powering through tall, lush grass or in extreme conditions, such as with a side discharge chute in place and mowing tall weeds in a border area. Also, the extra torque provided by a larger engine can improve bagging when the going gets tough (tall, leaf-covered grass in the
fall). But if you mow sensibly and pay attention to deck height—and especially if you don’t let your lawn get out of control—an engine between 140 and 160 cc has more than enough power to get the job done.▶ REAR WHEEL DIAMETER A mower can have all four wheels the same diameter (7 to 8 inches), or it may have rear wheels that range from
9.5 inches to 12 inches in diameter. Larger rear wheels help the mower roll more easily over bumpy ground.▶ STORAGE OPTIONS Mower manufacturers have paid attention to homeowners complaining about crowded garages and sheds and equipped some mowers with handles that fold forward, allowing for more compact storage. Some mowers
have the additional benefit of this forward-fold feature and can stand on end for additional space savings.▶ ELECTRIC START Self explanatory. Mowers that are really decked out start the engine with the twist of a key or the press of a button. It’s a great option, but a luxury. Keep the mower engine tuned and use fresh fuel with stabilizer added to it,
and you’ll never have trouble starting.▶ SPEED CONTROL Any number of mechanisms can control a mower’s ground speed—a squeeze handle, a drive bar that you press forward, even a dial. There’s no single right answer here. Look at the design and think about how you like to work. For example, if more than one person will be using the mower
(and not all of them are right-handed), a drive control like that on a Toro Personal Pace mower might be the answer. Just push down on the bar to make it go faster. Let up on the bar to slow down.▶ TWO OR THREE-FUNCTION A mower that can bag, mulch, and side discharge is known as a three-function mower, the most versatile kind. Two-function
mowers bag and mulch or mulch and side discharge.▶ DECK HEIGHT CONTROL Mowers will typically have one, two, or four levers to control the deck height. Single-lever adjustment is the easiest to use, but it requires more linkage, which adds weight and complexity. If, for some reason, you find yourself varying deck height frequently, it’s a good
option. Otherwise, two or four levers work just fine.▶ DECK MATERIAL Only Honda makes a gas-engine mower with a high-impact plastic deck (there are battery mowers that have plastic decks). Otherwise, mowers generally have a steel deck, and a few manufacturers—Toro, for one—offer a corrosion-resistant aluminum deck. An aluminum deck
won’t rot the way a steel deck will, but you still need to keep it clean.▶ DECK WASH This is a hose fitting mounted on top of the mower’s deck. When you’re done mowing, hook up a hose and run the mower to power wash the underside of the deck. We’ve had mixed results with these, but they’re better than just letting a mass of dried grass clippings
accumulate.▶ BAG QUALITY More expensive mowers come with a more durable bag with more dust-blocking capability. If you bag a lot, especially leaves or other lawn debris in the fall, then you need a mower with a higher quality dust-blocking bag. Having said that, if you rarely bag, the standard one that comes with a mower will last you the life of
the mower.▶ WIDE-CUT Also called wide-area mowers, machines in this subgroup help homeowners better reconcile their need for more power and speed with the fact that they may not have enough storage for a large machine. A typical residential walk mower has a single-blade deck that cuts a swath from 20 to 22 inches wide. Wide-cut mowers
(built for homeowner use) have either a single blade or, more typically, a pair of blades, cutting from 26 to 30 inches with each pass. Some of these are rated for light commercial use and have larger decks, in the 32-inch range, and engines that start at 223 cc and go up to about 337 cc.Wide-cut mowers employ gear or hydrostatic drive transmissions,
and they have top speeds of about 4 to 6 miles per hour. At their fastest, they move so quickly you have to trot to keep up with them. Needless to say, they’re overkill for small yards; only opt for one of these if you’ve got a significant plot of land that you need to keep tidy, but not one so large that you’d be better off going with a full-on riding
mower.How We Tested and SelectedWe put all of the mowers we test through the paces using our standard Popular Mechanics methodology: We cut turf grasses such as fescues and blue grass and rougher non-turf grasses like Timothy, clover, orchard grass, and wild oats, all in both normal and shin-deep heights. We mow uphill, downhill, and across
the faces of hills. The maximum slope we cut is about 30 degrees. That may not sound like much, but it’s about all you can do to stand on it, let alone push a mower up it or across it. We mow damp and wet grass to test general cutting performance and whether clippings accumulate on the tires. And we cut dry and dusty surfaces to see how well the
bag filters under less-than-optimal conditions.A couple of the mowers we’ve selected but haven’t tested yet (the Toro 21386 and the Honda 663020). But we tested the previous, now discontinued generation of each of those machines. And based on the performance and build quality of their predecessors, we think any of these three self-propelled
mowers is a likely candidate to handle your mowing needs this summer.—BEST VALUE—Troy-Bilt TB300 XPEngine size: 159 cc | Deck size: 21 in. | Functions: Mulch, side discharge, bag | Drive: Rear | Non-lawn surfaces: Fair | Uphill mowing: Good | Sidehill mowing: Good | Bagging: Good We’re longtime fans of Troy-Bilt lawn mowers. They offer a lot
of performance for the money. And this one doesn’t disappoint. The TB300 XP has an engine on the small side, standard-size rear wheels, and a drive system that works more like your car’s cruise control. Set the lever to the desired position, squeeze the drive handles, and away you go. Troy-Bilt also packs in a few other goodies. Most impressive are
the two-lever deck-height adjustment and an excellent tread configuration that boosts traction for uphill and sidehill mowing.—BEST CUTTER AND BAGGER—Toro 21466Voltage: 60 | Deck size: 22 in. | Functions: Mulch, bag, side discharge | Drive: Rear | Cut area per charge: 13,524 sq ft | Non-lawn surfaces: Fair | Uphill mowing: Good | Sidehill
mowing: Good | Bagging: Good Toro mowers have garnered more recommendations from us than any other brand for two reasons: build quality and cut quality. And those were amply demonstrated in our testing as the 21466 Recycler turned in the best ratio of cut area per amp-hour of battery in the self-propelled category, while at the same time not
skimping on cutting, mulching, or bagging quality.We attribute this outstanding mower performance to three features, all upgrades to the previous version of this machine. First, the air vent at the front of the mower deck seems to improve mulching and bagging performance. Toro calls it Vortex technology, a design to increase air flow in the same
way as a hood scoop on a car. The company says it helps the grass stand straighter under the mower and the clippings to be suspended longer for more thorough mulching, but it also helps airflow into the bag. We can’t verify that, but we can say our results indicate the design is successful. Next, the company’s redesigned “Atomic” blade
configuration appears to assist the air flow and clipping movement. Finally, the three-phase, 60-volt motor is exceptionally efficient, resulting in a large cut area for a single battery.Toro has, wisely, not altered some of the previous features that make this mower work: rear wheel drive, a one-piece deck that’s all steel (no plastic nose), rear-wheel
drive, 11-inch wheels to help it roll over roots and crevices, and the same fold-forward handle that was an industry breakthrough when it was introduced some years ago.—BEST U.S.-BUILT—Ryobi RY401150USVoltage: 40 | Deck size: 21 in. | Functions: Mulch, bag, side discharge | Drive: Rear | Cut area per charge: 15,292 sq ft | Non-lawn surfaces:
Fair | Uphill mowing: Good | Sidehill mowing: Good | Bagging: Good This is Ryobi’s top-of-the-line mower, and it’s American-made construction is something we wish we saw more of. It delivers a tremendous cut area with its two (6-Ah) batteries providing a total of 12-Ah of capacity, and its X-shaped blade leaves a pristine surface in its wake. Ryobi
estimates the design should provide 70 minutes of run time; we didn’t time our cut, but it strikes as plausible. Its rear-wheel drive and reasonably aggressive tread pattern provide good hill climbing and sidehill cutting performance, and its bagging on all surfaces (level, sidehill, and uphill) is also commendable. Its other ease-of-use features include an
easily installed or removed bag that mounts and dismounts straight up and down through the handle; deck adjustment is quick and easy thanks to a single-level deck height adjustment. The straight edge deck is polypropylene; it will never rust and needs very little care other than basic cleaning.—BEST WIDE CUT—DR Power SP30Engine size: 223 cc
| Deck size: 30 in. | Functions: Mulch, side discharge bag | Drive: Rear | Non-lawn surfaces: Very good | Uphill mowing: Very good | Sidehill mowing: Very good | Bagging: Outstanding We had the most fun using this mower from DR Power. It’s simple to operate, thanks to a minimum of controls. Turn the key, pull the drive lever to make it go (all the
way up to a very brisk pace), and pull back the blade engagement lever to cut. That’s all there is to it. It’s comparatively light, with weight distribution and geometry to make it surprisingly agile for such a big mower. It leaves a smooth cut, and its bagging performance is outstanding. We attribute that to the air flow off the deck and into the bag,
which is so good that when you go to remove the bag, you don’t find a loose pile of clippings, rather a tightly packed hay bale. Our test indicated that every morsel of grass goes into the bag. We also like the cast-aluminum deck. Assuming it’s the correct alloy and you don’t abuse the machine, you should get many years out of it. We also like the
single-height deck adjustment courtesy of a nice long lever with a big grip. We had only one dislike: That big engine needs a bettermuffler.—MOST MANEUVERABLE—Craftsman M215Engine size: 159 cc | Deck size: 21 in. | Functions: Mulch, side discharge, bag | Drive: Front Craftsman mowers have been doing very well in our tests, so we can
recommend this one because it’s so much like the many other of the brand’s models that we’ve tested. If you’re looking for a good blend of maneuverability and power, you’ll get it with this American-built mower. Its front drive makes it plenty nimble. Though it’s important to note that front-drive mowers do lose some traction when running uphill,
particularly with a full grass bag. But if your slope is less than 20 degrees, and you’re not bagging uphill, you’ll be fine. The side discharge will also help you handle tall grass. Adjust the two deck levers to bring the mower up to full height and have at the rough stuff. The fact that the mower bags, mulches, and side discharges is a plus, enabling you to
handle a wide range of mowing conditions, from early spring and late into the fall. Three-function mowers like this are our preference for that versatility.—MOST COMFORTABLE HANDLE—Toro 21386Engine size: 163 cc | Deck size: 21 in. | Functions: Mulch, side discharge, bag | Drive: Rear This is a beauty of a mower, with a cast-aluminum deck
and a smooth-running Briggs & Stratton 163-cc engine. We tested the Honda engine-equipped version, and it proved both an effective bagger and mulcher, even of moist grass. Equipped with rear-wheel drive and the Personal Pace system (the farther you push the drive bar, the faster the mower goes), it’s an effective hill climber and moderately
effective on sidehill cutting. It has 7.5-inch tires on all four corners, which causes this Toro to bump up and down a bit on washboard surfaces. But the good news is that it’s equipped with a far higher quality tire than we’re used to seeing these days. We didn’t notice them pick up any grass on moist surfaces. Other features we like include its forwardfold handle that has a built-in shock absorber that Toro calls a Flex Handle Suspension, and a high-quality grass bag that loads through the handle, from the top.—MOST DURABLE—Honda 663020Engine size: 166 cc | Deck size: 21 in. | Functions: Mulch, side discharge, bag | Drive: Rear Honda mowers enjoy a sterling reputation. And having tested
their walk and self-propelled mowers for the last 30 years, we feel confident that this mower is a great choice for homeowners looking for power and durability. The 663020 features an upgraded engine from its predecessor, with the switch from the GCV 160 to GCV 170. The slightly larger engine is built to withstand long hours of operation; in fact,
it’s primarily used in pressure washers. And if you do your own maintenance (and most owners who buy this class of product do), you’ll appreciate the easily accessible spark plug and the fuel shutoff valve that enables better winter storage. Close the fuel shutoff and run the mower until it sputters to a halt. The few drops of gasoline left in the
carburetor will evaporate. Open the shutoff valve in the spring, and the mower should start easily, thanks to the high-energy ignition that Honda engines are known for and a carburetor free of gasoline deposits. All this maintenance stuff is great, but we can also tell you that our past test findings on other Hondas prove that their cut quality is
outstanding for cleanliness. Sharp blades deliver a velvet-like finish. And their bagging ability is also quite good, in the same league with other well-bagging mowers from Cub Cadet and Toro. In all, if you take mowing seriously, you should enjoy this Honda.
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